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Abstract— This paper focuses on the problem of robust stabilization for differential or discrete linear repetitive processes.
The provided conditions allow us to involve parameter dependent Lyapunov functions. An additional flexibility in finding
a solution is obtained by introducing slack matrix variables.
A simulation example is given to illustrate the theoretical
developments.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, a considerable amount of attention
has been paid to robust stability and stabilization of linear
systems. Numerous results have been presented, many of
them being formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs) (see [12], [7] and the references therein for example).
Unfortunately, the main focus is on classical, i.e. 1D, systems
and there is only a little number of results in the area of 2D
linear systems [8] and linear repetitive processes (LRPs) [20].
According to this fact, the paper provides such results.
Particulary, it is shown that robust analysis and synthesis of
differential and discrete repetitive processes become possible
through efficient numerical techniques based on LMIs [6].
In this paper we show that there exist a way to introduce
an extra matrix variable which allows us to separate the
Lyapunov matrices from the process matrices. This property
provides a way to derive LMI conditions based on parameter
dependent Lyapunov functions [10], [23], [18], [15] that is,
is the present work, inspired from what is achieved in 1D
systems in [13], [14], [16].
Therefore, following the idea introduced in the abovementioned references, not only the nominal state feedback
of design of an LRP is achieved by computing a feedback
matrix which is independent on the Lyapynov matrices,
but moreover, it is possible to compute this control law
while ensuring the robust stability of an uncertain LRP. The
uncertainty which is considered in this the paper can be
referred to as the polytopic norm-bounded uncertainty. The
robustness is guaranteed by LMI-based conditions which are
obtained with about the same fashion as in [4]. However,
there are several special issues with LRP that deserves careful
attention, hence this contribution.
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Throughout this paper, the null matrix and the identity
matrix with appropriate dimensions are denoted by 0 and I,
respectively. Moreover, matrix inequalities are considered in
sense of Löwner, i.e. the notation X  Y (respectively X 
Y ) means that the matrix X − Y is positive semi-definite
(respectively, positive definite). In large matrix expressions,
the symbol (?) replaces terms that are induced by symmetry.
Expression M H stand for the symmetric matrix M + M T .
||M ||2 is the matrix 2-norm induced by the Euclidean vector
norm. At last, Ker(M ) is the matrix whose columns span
the right nullspace of the subset spanned by the columns of
M.
II. STABILITY CONDITIONS OF LINEAR
REPETITIVE PROCESSES
In this section, it is dealt with tractable LMI conditions
for the stability of nominal linear repetitive processes. Both
differential repetitive processes and purely discrete repetitive
processes are handled.
Consider a differential LRP of the following form over 0 ≤
p ≤ α, k ≥ 0,
ẋk+1 (t) =Axk+1 (t) + B0 yk (t) + Buk+1 (t),
yk+1 (t) =Cxk+1 (t) + D0 yk (t) + Duk+1 (t).

(1)

Several equivalent sets of conditions for stability along the
pass of the above model are known but here the considered
condition is expressed in terms of 2D transfer matrix description of the process dynamics, and hence the 2D characteristic
polynomial, which is the basic starting point. Since the state
on pass 0 plays no role, it is convenient to re-label the state
vector as xk+1 (t) 7→ xk (t) (keeping of course the same
interpretation). Also define the pass-to-pass shift operator as
z2 applied e.g. to yk (t) as follows
yk (t) := z2 yk+1 (t)
and for the along the pass dynamics, we use the Laplace
transform variable s, where it is routine to argue that finite
pass length α does not cause a problem provided the variables considered are suitably extended from [0, α] to [0, ∞]
(here we assume that this has been done).
Let Y (s, z2 ) and U (s, z2 ) denote the transforms to the
sequences {yk }k and {uk }k respectively. Then the process
dynamics can be written as
Y (s, z2 ) = Gyu (s, z2 )U (s, z2 )

where the 2D transfer function matrix Gyu (s, z2 ) is given
by

−1  

 sI −A −B0
B
Gyu (s, z2 ) = 0 I
(2)
−z2 C I −z2 D0
D

for the stability analysis of 1D systems when manipulating
state-space models.
This approach uses the following candidate Lyapunov
function for models (1) and (3) respectively,
V (k, t) =V1 (k, t)+V2 (k, t)

The 2D characteristic polynomial is given by


sI − A
−B0
C(s, z2 ) := det
−z2 C I − z2 D0

=xTk+1 (t)P1 xk+1 (t)+ykT (t)P2 yk (t)
V (k, p) =V1 (k, t)+V2 (k, t)

and it has been shown in [21] that stability along the pass
holds if, and only if,
C(s, z2 ) 6= 0 ∀{s, z2 } ∈ {(s, z2 ) : Re(s) ≥ 0, |z2 | ≤ 1}
It is also possible to use this 2D transfer matrix description
to conclude that stability along the pass requires each frequency component of the initial profile (and hence on each
subsequent pass) to be attenuated from pass to pass.
Also consider the following discrete LRP,
xk+1 (p + 1) =Axk+1 (p) + B0 yk (p) + Buk+1 (p)
yk+1 (p) =Cxk+1 (p) + D0 yk (p) + Duk+1 (p),

y0 (p) = f (p), p = 0, 1, . . . , α − 1.

(4)

It is clear that for this case, the Laplace variable s should
be replaced by some shifting operator z1 so that the corresponding transfer matrix Gyu(z1 , z2 ) leads to the following
2D characteristic polynomial:


I − z1 A
−z1 B0
C(z1 , z2 ) = det
−z2 C
I − z2 D0
Based on the above characteristic polynomial it can be
investigated that stability along the pass for discrete LRP
holds if, and only if
C(z1 , z2 ) 6= 0, ∀ (z1 , z2 ) : |z1 | ≤ 1, |z2 | ≤ 1

V̇1 (k, t) =ẋTk+1 (t)P1 xk+1 (t) + xTk+1 P1 ẋk+1 (t)
T
∆V2 (k, t) =yk+1
(t)P2 yk+1 (t) − ykT (t)P2 yk (t),

or
∆V1 (k, t) =xTk+1 (p)P2 xk+1 (p) − xTk (p)P2 xk (p)
T
∆V2 (k, t) =yk+1
(p)P2 yk+1 (p) − ykT (p)P2 yk (p)

respectively, then the associated increment for (8) is calculated as follows:
∆V (k, t) = V̇1 (k, t) + ∆V2 (k, t)

(10)

∆V (k, p) = ∆V1 (k, p) + ∆V2 (k, p)

(11)

or
respectively. Hence, using the Lyapunov approach, the sufficient condition to guarantee the stability along the pass
of a differential or discrete LRP is given by the following
corollary to Lyapunov’s second method.
Lemma 1. [11] Consider the differential LRP (1) or the
discrete LRP (3). Then such a process is stable along the
pass (in the sense of Lyapunov) if the following condition
∆V (k, t) < 0

(12)

is satisfied.

Before going on with technical developments, it must be
noticed that both the above models can be written as an
augmented model model with state vector




xk+1 (t)
xk+1 (p)
ξk (t) =
or ξk (p) =
. (5)
yk (t)
yk (p)
so that
δξk+1 = Aξk + Buk+1

(9)

for some P1  0 and P2  0. The above function is
a combination of two independent functions due to the twodimensional character of the considered class of system.
Since

(3)

which can be obtained, for instance, by sampling the along
the pass dynamics of the model (1). Again it is necessary to
specify the boundary conditions, which are given by
xk+1 (0) = dk+1 , k ≥ 0,

=xTk+1 (p)P1 xk+1 (p)+ykT (p)P2 yk (p)

(8)

(6)

where δ stands for the derivation or shifting operator (depending on the differential or purely discrete case), where




A B0
B
A=
and B =
.
(7)
C D0
D
However, it is very difficult to provide computationally
effective tests for stability in this way. One of the ways
to derive tractable tests is by applying Lyapunov theory
associated with LMI techniques, that became a standard tool

Remark 1. It has to be emphasized that stability condition (12) is only sufficient. To see this, recall that the state
space model (1) can be embedded into the Roesser [19] or
Fornasini-Marchesini [9] model which only deal with the
local state unlike the global state which preserves all past
information as in 1D case. Furthermore, based on Lyapunov
methods, the stability result can be established for local
case only. Therefore, negativity of the local increment (10)
guarantees stability but with some degree of conservatism.
Condition (12) for stability along the pass can be written
in terms of LMI feasibility problem as follows.
Lemma 2. [11] Assume that there exist matrices P1  0
and P2  0 of compatible dimensions such that LMI


−P2
P2 C
P2 D0
 C T P2 AT P1 + P1 A P1 B0  ≺ 0
(13)
D0T P2
B0T P1
−P2

or




−P1
0 P1 A P1 B0
 0
−P2 P2 C P2 D0 
 T

 A P1 C T P2 −P1 0  ≺ 0
B0T P1 D0T P2 0 −P2

(14)

holds, then the differential LRP described by (1) (respectively
the discrete LRP described by (3)) is stable along the pass.
Equivalently, i.e. without introducing any additional degree of conservatism, the stability along the pass condition
is formulated by the following result
Theorem 1. Assume that there exist matrices Y1  0, Y2  0
and G of compatible dimensions such that


H
A
Υ+
≺0
(15)
GI
−I
where A is given by (7), where




−Y1
0 0 0
0
0 Y1 0


 0 −Y2 0 0 
 or Υ =  0 −Y2 0 0  , (16)
Υ=
 0
 Y1
0 Y1 0 
0 0 0
0
0 0 Y2
0
0 0 Y2
and where

I=

I0I 0
000I




or I =

00I 0
000I


,

(17)

then a differential LRP (1) (respectively the discrete LRP (3))
is stable along the pass.
Proof: The idea is mostly inspired from the works
achieved for the 1D-case [13], [14], [16]. It actually consists
in applying matrix elimination procedure [22].
Assume that (15) holds. Then applying the above-mentioned
procedure shows that (15) is equivalent to
(Ker(I T ))T ΥKer(I) ≺ 0

(18)

together with


I

A




Υ

I
AT


≺ 0,

(19)

with noting that (18) always holds. For the differential LRP
case, inequality (19) also writes


AY1 + Y1 AT + B0 Y2 B0T Y1 C T + B0 Y2 D0T
≺ 0,
(?)
−Y2 + D0 Y2 D0T
(20)
which, by virtue of Schur’s complement formula, and with
permutations on the rows and columns, is equivalent to


−Y2
CY1
D0 Y2
 (?) AY1 + Y1 AT B0 Y2  ≺ 0.
(21)
(?)
(?)
−Y2
It is very easy to see that the above LMI is the dual condition
of LMI (13). An analogous reasoning can be followed for
the discrete LRP case in order to recover LMI (14). 
The above result introduces extra degree of freedom (by
means of the matrix G) which will not only be used for
synthesis purpose but which will reveal particularly useful
in the robust context to introduce parameter-dependent Lyapunov functions.

III. STABILIZATION OF NOMINAL LRP
Assume that the model (1) or (3), i.e. augmented model
(6), is subject to the static state feedback control law described by



 xk+1
uk+1 = K1 K2
= Kξk ,
(22)
yk
where K1 and K2 are appropriately dimensioned matrices to
be designed. In effect, this control law uses feedback of the
current state vector (which is assumed to be available for use)
and ‘feedforward’ of the previous pass profile vector. Note
that in repetitive processes, the term ‘feedforward’ is used to
describe the case where state or pass profile information from
the previous pass (or passes) is used as (part of) the input to
a control law applied on the current pass, i.e. to information
which is propagated in the pass-to-pass (k) direction.
The induced closed-loop model becomes
ẋk+1 (t) =(A+BK1 )xk+1 (t)+(B0 +BK2 )yk (t),
yk+1 (t) =(C +DK1 )xk+1 (t)+(D0 +DK2 )yk (t),

(23)

for the differential LRP or
xk+1 (p + 1) =(A+BK1 )xk+1 (p)+(B0 +BK2 )yk (p),
yk+1 (p + 1) =(C +DK1 )xk+1 (p)+(D0 +DK2 )yk (p),
(24)
for the discrete LRP, which, in any case, can be written
δξk = Ac ξk ,

(25)

where the associated closed-loop state matrix is
Ac = A + BK,

(26)

with A and B given by (7).
Assuming that the open-loop process (1) or (3) is unstable
along the pass, the question is is to know if there exists
some control law complying with (22) that makes model
(25) become stable along the pass. Following the same idea
as in [14], the next theorem is stated.
Theorem 2. Let a repetitive process be described by (1)
or (3), i.e. by (6), then there exists a state feedback control
control law (22) stabilizing the process along the pass if
there exist matrices Y1  0, Y2  0, G and L such that



  H
A
B
Υ+
G+
L I
≺ 0,
(27)
−I
0
with A, B, Υ and I given by (7), (16) and (17). In this event,
the gain matrix is given by
K = LG−1 .

(28)

Proof: According to (28), just substitute L with KG
in (27) to see that condition (15) is recovered but with Ac
rather than A and thus, by virtue of Theorem 1, model (25)
is stable along the pass. 
It is interesting to note that, unlike previous results where
matrices K1 and K2 are directly deduced from dual Lyapunov matrices Y1 and Y2 , matrix K is here computed
directly owing to L and G which might bring additional
flexibility, reducing conservatism, especially in the uncertain
case.

IV. ROBUST STABILIZATION OF LRP S
The interest in introducing matrix G is not only to bring
flexibility in the design but also to enable the implicit involvement of parameter-dependent Lyapunov functions when
the model is itself parameter-dependent.
Indeed, assume that the model (6) is actually subject to
uncertainty such that it can be written
δξk+1 = Aξk + Buk+1

(29)

where


A

B



=



A

B



+



∆A

∆B



.

(30)

In the above matrix, it is assumed that matrices A and B
are actually dependent on a real parameter vector θ with a
polytopic dependency:


A

N
 
 X

B = A(θ) B(θ) =
θi Ai


Bi ,

i=1

θ∈Θ



θ1

N

X
..  : θ ≥ 0,
θ1 = 1 .
i
. 


i=1
θN

T
GT EA
0
i
T
0
LT EB
i

−I 0
0 −I





T
 Qi I


Mi =
 (?)


(?)



HAi HBi
0
0

 

0

(?)

−ρ−2
0
A
0 −ρ−2
B




≺ 0,




∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N },
(36)

Qi = Υi +

(32)



T
T
EB
θi HAi HBi EA
, θ ∈ Θ.
i
i
(34)

Such an uncertainty is referred to as the polytopic normbounded uncertainty (see [4] or [3]). It very easy to extend
such a description to the polytopic LFT-based uncertainty
with norm-bonded constraint as in [5]. However, this extension is not presented here to avoid heaviness.
With the control law (35), the uncertain closed-loop model
becomes
(35)

where Ac = A + BK inherits from the polytopic structure
of A and B. It is however false to claim that Ac is polytopic.

Ai G + Bi L
−I

 H
,
I

(37)

with Υi defined by indexing Y1 and Y2 in (16). In this event,
the gain matrix K is given by (28).
Proof: Consider the following convex combination:
M (θ) = M =

N
X

θ i Mi

i=1

which is clearly negative definite. M can be written (omitting
the dependence on θ for conciseness)

 Q I


M =
 (?)


(?)

T



T
0
GT EA
T T
0
L

EB
−I 0
0 −I





HA HB
0 0

 

0


(?)

−ρ−2
A
0

0
−ρ−2
B




≺ 0.



(38)

Here, it has to be noticed that dual Lyapunov matrices
involved in Υ and thus in Q also depend on θ in a polytopic
way, i.e.

i=1

δξk = (Ac + ∆A + ∆B K)ξk = Ac (θ)ξk ,







Matrices HA , HB , EA and EB are introduced to give some
desired structure to the additive uncertainty and FA and
FB are uncertain matrices that belong to some balls of
matrices whose respective radii are ρA and ρB . To make this
description even more general, it is assumed that matrices
HA , HB , EA and EB are also submitted to a polytopic
dependency:

 

T
T
T
T
(θ)
HA HB E A
EB
(θ) EB
= HA (θ) HB (θ) EA
N
X

Theorem 3. Let a repetitive process be described by (29),
with (30)–(34). It is robustly stabilizable along the pass by
a control law complying with (22) if there exist matrices
Y1i  0, Y2i  0, i = 1, . . . , N , as well as matrices G and
L such that

where

It means that the various matrices [Ai Bi ], which are known,
are the vertices of a polytope in which the actual matrix
[A B] lies.
Moreover the additive uncertainties obey, as in [17], to

∆A = HA FA EA ,
||FA ||2 ≤ ρA ,
(33)
∆B = HB FB EB ,
||FB ||2 ≤ ρB .

=

From this definition, the problem of state feedback robust
stabilization is to find a gain matrix K such that (35) is
robustly stable along the pass.

(31)

where





Θ= θ=



Definition 1. The uncertain closed-loop repetitive process
described by (35) is robustly stable along the pass if and
only if it is stable along a pass for any value of θ in Θ
and for any matrices FA and FB such that ||FA ||2 ≤ ρA ,
||FB ||2 ≤ ρB .



Y1
Y2




=

Y1 (θ)
Y2 (θ)

Define the matrix

I
S= 0
0


=

N
X
i=1


θi

Y1i
Y2i

S as follows:
Ac H A F A H B F B
0
0
0
0
0
0


θ ∈ Θ.

,

0
I
0

(39)


0
0 .
I

Left and right multiplying (38) by S and S T respectively
and taking (28) into account leads to


Z
HA
HB
T
 HA
 ≺ 0,
−ρ−2
0
A I
T
HB
0
−ρ−2
I
B

with
Z=

with


I

Ac




Υ

ATc
I


T
T
T
T
−HA FA FA
HA
+HB FB FB
HB
,

which, by virtue of Shur’s lemma (applied twice), yields
 T 


Ac
I Ac Υ
≺
I
T
T
T
T
HA (FA FA
−ρ2A I)HA
+HB (FB FB
−ρ2B I)HB
.

Due to (33), the right hand side member of the above
inequality is negative of zero, what proves that
 T 


Ac
IAc Υ
≺ 0.
I
From this inequality, it suffices to follow the same reasoning
as in the proof of Theorem 1 from equation (19), but with
Ac substituting A, to prove the closed-loop stability. 
Since condition (36) is an LMI, whose feasibility can be
checked thanks to any LMI software, it is also possible, using
the same software, to solve the convex programming problem
that consists in minimizing the objective function
−2
J = αA ρ−2
A + αB ρB

(40)

(for given positive scalars αA and αB ) under LMI constraint
(36). However, we rather advise to fix the value of ρA (or
−2
ρB ) and to minimize J = ρ−2
B (resp. J = ρA ).
The dual Lyapunov matrices Y1 and Y2 are given by
(39) which means that they are parameter-dependent.
Such a dependence is allowed by the slack variable G,
as well introduced for conventional models by [13], [14].
The interest is to avoid the use on constant Lyapunov
matrices over the polytope (the so-called quadratic stability
along the pass) which is expected to be too conservative.
Indeed, in the case of differential LRP, condition (36) gives
less conservative results than a quadratic stability-based
condition but only from a statistical point of view. To
be convinced, it suffices to generate numerous random
uncertain LRP models to be stabilized and to compute to
percentages of success (following the idea of the numerical
evaluation proposed in [1]). Then it will appear that, very
often, the parameter-dependent approach succeeds when
the quadratic approach fails (or that the optimal criterion
J is lower when using a parameter-dependent approach).
Nevertheless, counterexamples can be found. In the case
of purely discrete LRP, it is possible to use arguments
borrowed from [13], [14], [2] to rigorously prove that (36)
is always less conservative than a quadratic stability-based
condition. This reasoning is not reproduced here because
of space reason and since the LMI condition for quadratic
stability has not been presented. Nevertheless, one can
present the main idea by simply considering the polytopic
uncertainty (i.e. omitting the norm-bounded part). The
uncertain LRP with (31) and (32) is quadratically stable if
and only if


−Y AY
≺ 0,
(?) −Y


Y=

Y1
0

0
Y2


 0.

(This is the dual condition of (14) with a constant Y and
with a polytopic uncertain matrix A; therefore, it could be
simply considered as a definition of quadratic stability). By
Schur’s complement formula, the above inequality amounts
to
−Y + AYAT ≺ 0.
Since the uncertainty set is compact, one can find a scalar
 > 0 small enough such that
−Y + AYAT + AYAT ≺ 0,
which, by Schur’s complement formula again, is equivalent
to


−Y A(1 + )Y
≺0
(?) −(1 + )Y


−Y
A(1 + )Y
⇔
≺0
(?) (1 − 2(1 + ) + )Y

 

H 

−Y 0
A
0 0
⇔
+
(1 + )YI
+
≺ 0.
0
Y
−I
0 Y
Since the last term in the left hand side member is positive
semi-definite, it can be deduced that

 

H
−Y 0
A
+
GI
≺ 0.
0
Y
−I
with G = (1 + )Y and I corresponding to the second
definition in (17). The reasoning is analogous when normbounded uncertainties are involved.
In the restrictive case where HA = HB or EA = EB , it
might be possible to consider only one matrix F = FA =
FB such that ||F||2 ≤ ρ. This might slightly reduce the
conservatism of (36).
V. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
To illustrate our result, consider the problem of computing
the static controller (i.e. the matrix K defined in (22)) for
the differential process with uncertainty structure (29)-(35)
where


0.1086 0.1538 0.0908 1.7362


A1 B1 =  0.0601 0.0694 0.0823 0.3614  ,
0.0598 0.0084 0.1438 1.9599


1.0860 1.5380 0.9084 1.9292


A2 B2 =  0.6008 0.6944 0.8235 0.4016  ,
0.5982 0.0837 1.4385 2.1777


1.3032 1.8457 1.0901 2.3150


A3 B3 =  0.7210 0.8333 0.9881 0.4819 
0.7178 0.1004 1.7261 2.6132
and the norm-boud uncertainty is modelled with


0.0757 0.0773 0.0287


HA1 HA2 HA3 =  0.0609 0.0573 0.0752  ,
0.0967 0.0450 0.0094





HB1

HB2

HB3


EA1 = 0.0041

EA2 = 0.0860

EA3 = 0.0429



0.0581
0.0299
0.0714

0.0709 , EB1

0.0995 , EB2

0.0473 , EB3

0.0107
=  0.0735
0.0355

0.0329
0.0501
0.0267


0.0360
0.0718  ,
0.0995
= 0.0161
= 0.0159
= 0.0268.

Then performing the design procedure of Theorem (3) in
Matlab for ρA = 0.1 and ρB = 0.1 gives the solution as


−397.2800 −159.6062 10.8490
G =  −560.0837 −237.1113 −2.5830  ,
198.1517
79.5747
−4.1740


L = −0.1723 0.2542 −0.1162
and the corresponding controller matrix is


K = −0.1961 −0.0255 −0.4661 .
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has developed substantial new results on the
relatively open problem of robust control of linear repetitive
processes which are a distinct class of 2D linear systems of
both systems theoretic and applications interest. Particularly,
it has been shown that it is possible to introduce an extra
matrix variable which allows us to separate the Lyapunov
matrices from the process matrices and then give us a way
to derive LMI conditions based on parameter dependent
Lyapunov functions. Also it has been shown that this result
can be extended to the case of a quite general affecting
uncertainty affecting the model, namely the polytopic normbounded uncertainty. Here, this is assumed that this uncertainty is present on both the state dynmaics and the pass
profile updating equations of the defining state space model.
Finally the theoretical findings have been illustrated by the
numerical example.
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